Monthly newsletter
February week 5
Now the weeks are flying past fast and even if we have a proper winter outside it is starting
to feel as if spring is on it's way into the ice rink. Show training has started and it's great to
see the different numbers come together. The show numbers and the music is ready and
Therese and co have done a great job which Karin will now take over to make sure the final
details are in place still with the help of Theres when she has time. It feels great that we all
pull together and help each other when it is really needed.
We also want to inform you that Karin (our head trainer) will start studying in the autumn.
This means that she will no longer be able to work as much as she has done before. We
have big trust in Karin and the possibility is that she can continue training our children
however not as much as she has done before. Within a few weeks we will be publishing an
advert for a new head trainer.
Kakservice - As the information and leaflets were sent out later than planned we will extend
the sales period by a week. The last date to place your order is 10th February. To register
and place your orders please follow the link:

https://www.kakservice.se/minasidor/BELEDU

If you have any questions you are welcome to contact Magnus, Emily, Viktoria or send an
email to:

okksaljaktivitet@outlook.com

Show photo shoot - This will take place on Monday and Tuesday week 9. The schedule for
the photos will we published on the web-page under the tab 'Show' and will also be put up
on the notice board outside the changing room.
Work in the committees - The board members who are responsible for the committees
(working groups) have gone through the groups to balance the number of members in each.
We want and wish that you parents and skaters (over 18 years) feel you have been placed in
the correct group based on what inspires you and what motivates you. The changes that
have been made have been checked with the people who have been affected. The cafeteria
and lottery committee will soon be invited to a short but efficient information meeting.
We (the club) are in great need for people to the sponsor group. PLEASE....LET US KNOW IF
YOU FEEL THAT THIS WOULD BE FUN. Even if you don't want a permanent position in the
sponsor group there is a great need to help them out during the spring. CONTACT US! YOU
ARE NEEDED!
Half term - During half term week 8 we will change the training times. To keep up to date on
the changes we ask you to regularly check the web-page where the information will be
posted on a regular basis.

Competition/test - If you get questions about competitions or tests from other clubs this
needs to go through our trainers. The same applies if there are any questions that should go
to the Swedish skating federation or Skånes skating federation - these should all go through
our trainers or the board members.
Skateshop - We now have a new supplier for our skate shop and we have stocked up with
new items. Our new supplier is Teijas and they offer all our OKK members a 10% discount on
all their stock (not the already reduced items). To make use of the discount and get a
discount code please contact Jessica Carzborn on email: p.carzborn@hotmail.com
The fridge- This is a reminder that everyone should remove their old/half eaten snacks from
the fridge. This is important so everyone has room for their snacks and for hygiene reasons.
Lottery prizes - Please do not forget to hand in 3 lottery prizes/skater. The prizes can be left
in OKK's kitchen in a bag/box with the skaters name and group. The lottery committee would
prefer not to have prizes with any kind of sell by date for example food or hair/skin products.
There is a risk that these prizes expire and become useless.
See you in the ice rink!

